Sunday Assembly
The Sunday Assembly is a global, non-religious community that
meets to hear great talks, sing songs and generally celebrate the
wonder of life. It's for everyone who wants to ... Live Better ... Help
Often ... Wonder More!
Sunday Assembly started in London in January 2013 and there are
now over 70 Assemblies meeting regularly around the world from
Africa to Australia and from the USA to Bournemouth! Sanderson
Jones, stand-up comedian and co-founder of SA London has
described it as "The best bits of church without the religion, and with
awesome pop songs too!”
Join us each month to meet some fantastic people, find out what
Sunday Assembly is all about, and if its for you ... join the gang!!
Some examples of recent topics:
• Being thankful
•
• Sunday Assembly goes wild!
•
• How to be happy
•
• How to be lucky
•
• Celebrate life

Rising to the challenge
Spring into summertime
Love the planet
Wonders of nature

Atheists and agnostics for a better world

Similar
Groups
You may also be interested in

Contact via: Meetup Page
http://www.meetup.com/Sunday-Assembly-Bournemouth/

All groups included in this leaflet can be
found on the Meetup website which is free to
join.

www.dorsethumanists.co.uk
chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk

Café Philo

Café Philo is a way of meeting interesting, inquiring people who
enjoy talking about life's big issues and conundrums in a convivial
atmosphere in the Poole, Bournemouth and Christchurch areas.
We meet regularly in cafés, pubs and other suitable venues to
discuss all manner of philosophical topics. Some are profound,
others are decidedly not. Our discussions are non-party-political
and free of religious or ideological dogma. We encourage a healthy
mix of the serious and humorous, so you can be guaranteed a lively,
stimulating evening.

Skeptics in the pub

Bournemouth Skeptics in the Pub is for all those interested in science,
history, psychology, philosophy, investigative journalism and how to
examine extraordinary claims of all types. A speaker is invited each
month to present a topic of interest, usually lasting around 45
minutes, followed by a 15 minute break, and then a Q and A session.
We usually meet on the second Wednesday of each month, starting
at 7.30pm.

We're not academics or experts - just ordinary people from a
variety of backgrounds who share a common interest in exchanging
ideas about things which matter in life and meeting like-minded
people. If you're a heavy-duty philosopher you may find this group
a bit lightweight. For anybody else, come along and get stuck into a
decent conversation over a coffee or beer.

Some examples of recent topics:
• Why are we losing our religion?
• Is poverty a choice?
• Is cheating wrong?
• Who is responsible for refugees?
• What is humankind’s greatest achievement?
• Can discrimination be good?
• Is there a formula for success?
Contact via: Meetup Page
http://www.meetup.com/Cafe-Philo-Bournemouth/

Some examples of recent topics:
• Paradoxes – The Limits of Logic
• The Z List Dead List
• Heroes or Horrors – Learning to Love Parasites
• Autism – An Introduction to Treatments: the Good, the Bad, the Ugly
• Homeopathy in the UK: The NHS & Beyond
• To Vax or Not to Vax – Vaccinations and those who preach against it
• The Knowledge: How to rebuild Our World from scratch
Contact via: Meetup Page or website
http://www.meetup.com/Bournemouth-Skeptics-in-the-Pub/
http://bournemouth.skepticsinthepub.org/

